
More and more companies are opting for
cloud-based WMS solutions due to
scalability, flexibility, and lower initial
investment costs.

LOGISTICS & WMS

Our Expertise

We're here to achieve your goals. With over 20 years of experience, we comprehend the needs of your
logistics and warehouse management systems. Our network comprises seasoned professionals
providing tailored solutions that perfectly align with your needs and objectives. Together, we ensure
your enterprise remains flexible, scalable, and future-ready, allowing you to focus on achieving your
objectives.

95%
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

20
ACTIVE COUNTRIES

675
PROJECTS

We specialize in international Warehouse
Management System (WMS) implementations,
focusing on Blue Yonder/JDA. By providing
professionals on a temporary or permanent basis,
we offer the expertise to design, implement,
analyze, and optimize new projects. G-Nius is a
Blue Yonder/JDA alliance member.

Automation
Integrating WMS systems with automated
storage and order picking systems like
AMRs, sorting systems, and drones for
enhanced efficiency and precision in
warehouse operations.

Collecting and
analyzing data
Enhanced WMS analysis reveals
warehouse trends for better decision-
making and supply chain optimization.

Mobile Applications
Mobile devices enhance warehouse
flexibility and productivity by executing
WMS tasks

AI and Machine Learning
AI and machine learning perform
predictive analyses, such as demand
forecasting, enabling businesses to
manage their inventory levels more
accurately.

WMS systems need to become more
flexible and scalable to adapt to
changing business conditions.

TRENDS

WHY CHOOSE G-NIUS?

ImplementerTester / 
Test Manager

Integration / Application
Engineer

Technical Solution
Architect

Configurator

Project Manager /
Program Manager

OUR WMS PROFESSIONALS

www.g-nius.nl +31 73 610 14 69 St. Jorisstraat 15, 5211 HA 's-Hertogenbosch

Flexibility and
Scalability

Cloud-based
solutions

Business Analyst

Consultant

Cost and time savings due to shorter and
more efficient time-to-hire

Over 20 years of expertise in secondment
and consultancy

Certainty of both flexibility and quality

Rapid support for temporary or long-term
projects

Access to a vast network of qualified
professionals

SNA certified


